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A B S T R A C T

Internet of Things (IoT) is a new paradigm that integrates the Internet and physical objects belonging to
different domains such as home automation, industrial process, human health and environmental monitoring.
It deepens the presence of Internet-connected devices in our daily activities, bringing, in addition to many
benefits, challenges related to security issues. For more than two decades, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
have been an important tool for the protection of networks and information systems. However, applying
traditional IDS techniques to IoT is difficult due to its particular characteristics such as constrained-resource
devices, specific protocol stacks, and standards. In this paper, we present a survey of IDS research efforts for
IoT. Our objective is to identify leading trends, open issues, and future research possibilities. We classified the
IDSs proposed in the literature according to the following attributes: detection method, IDS placement strategy,
security threat and validation strategy. We also discussed the different possibilities for each attribute, detailing
aspects of works that either propose specific IDS schemes for IoT or develop attack detection strategies for IoT
threats that might be embedded in IDSs.

1. Introduction

Evolution of different technology areas such as sensors, automatic
identification and tracking, embedded computing, wireless commu-
nications, broadband Internet access and distributed services has
increased the potential of integrating smart objects into our daily
activities through the Internet. Convergence of the Internet and smart
objects that can communicate and interact with each other defines the
Internet of Things (IoT). This new paradigm is recognized as one of the
most important actors in the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) industry for next years (Miorandi et al., 2012).
According to Gartner Inc., the IoT may have 26 billion units by 2020.
Cisco Systems predicted that the IoT would create $ 14.4 trillion as a
result of the combination of increased revenues and lower costs for
companies from 2013 to 2022 (Lee and Lee, 2015; Bradley et al., 2013;
Sicari et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2014).

Many application domains such as logistic, industrial process,
public safety, home automation, environmental monitoring and health-
care may have significant benefits with IoT systems (Borgia, 2014).
However, the integration of real-world objects with the Internet brings
the cybersecurity threats to the most of our daily activities. Attacks
against critical infrastructures, such as power plants and transportation
system, may have terrible consequences for whole cities and countries.

Household appliances may also be a primary target, threatening
security and privacy of families. In Notra et al. (2014), tests performed
with three popular smart home devices showed different vulnerabilities
related to users privacy, lack of encryption and authentication. Due to
the different standards and communication stacks involved, the limited
computing power and the high number of interconnected devices,
traditional security countermeasures could not work efficiently in IoT
systems. For this reason, developing specific security solutions for IoT
is essential to let users and organizations catch all opportunities it
offers (Sicari et al., 2015).

Some ongoing projects for enhancing IoT security include methods
for providing data confidentiality and authentication, access control
within the IoT network, privacy and trust among users and things, and
the enforcement of security and privacy policies (Sicari et al., 2015).
However, even with these mechanisms, IoT networks are vulnerable to
multiple attacks aimed to disrupt the network. For this reason, another
line of defense, designed for detecting attackers is needed. Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDSs) fulfill this purpose.

IDS is one of the primary tools used for protection of traditional
networks and information systems. The IDS monitors the operations of
a host or a network, alerting the system administrator when it detects a
security violation. Research efforts about intrusion detection have been
conducted since the beginning of the 1980s, when Anderson (1980)
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published his seminal work about network security monitoring. Hence,
the IDS has consolidated its position as a popular defense technology
for traditional IP networks, with several solutions on the market.1,2

Despite the maturity of IDS technology for traditional networks,
current solutions are inadequate for IoT systems, because of IoT
particular characteristics that affect IDS development. At first, proces-
sing and storage capacity of network nodes that host IDS agents is an
important issue. In traditional networks, the system administrator
deploys IDS agents in nodes with higher computing capacity. IoT
networks are usually composed of nodes with resource constraints.
Therefore, finding nodes with the ability to support IDS agents is
harder in IoT systems. The second particular characteristic is related to
the network architecture. In traditional networks, end systems are
directly connected to specific nodes (e.g., wireless access points,
switches, and routers) that are responsible for forwarding the packets
to the destination. IoT networks, on the other hand, are usually multi-
hop. Then, regular nodes may simultaneously forward packets and
work as end systems. For instance, in IoT-based street lighting systems,
sensors with short-range communication capabilities are deployed on
light poles (Pantoni et al., 2012; Elejoste et al., 2013; Shahzad et al.,
2016). Then, the data collected by a sensor is forwarded through a path
of sensors deployed on different light poles until reaching a gateway to
the Internet. This kind of architecture poses new challenges for IDSs.
The last characteristic is related to specific network protocols. IoT
networks use protocols that are not employed in traditional networks,
such as IEEE 802.15.4, IPv6 over Low-power Wireless Personal Area
Network (6LoWPAN), IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy
Networks (RPL) and Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP).
Different protocols bring original vulnerabilities and new demands
for IDS.

Considering that the development of IDSs for IoT represents a
significant challenge for information security researchers, we present a
survey about intrusion detection in IoT. Our objectives are threefold: 1)
to learn how the researchers have addressed the challenges that IoT
particularities pose for IDS development; 2) to propose a taxonomy to
classify IDSs for IoT according to the following attributes: detection
method, IDS placement strategy, security threat and validation strat-
egy; 3) to identify open issues in IDS development for IoT, indicating
future research directions. Since our literature review shows that the
research in this area is still incipient, we believe that the most
important contribution of this survey is to provide a detailed discussion
about future research directions in IDSs for IoT. We argue that open
issues related to topics such as selection of detection method, attack
detection range, management and security of alert traffic, alert
correlation and improvement of validation strategies must be ad-
dressed in the future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
some relevant terms regarding intrusion detection and IoT. Section 3
discusses relevant reviews that surveyed intrusion detection ap-
proaches for technologies related to IoT, such as mobile ad hoc
networks, wireless sensor networks, cloud computing and cyber-
physical systems. Section 4 presents the proposed taxonomy and shows
an analysis of the literature of IDSs for IoT. One of the most relevant
contributions of this work, a discussion of open issues and future
research possibilities IDSs in IoT, is detailed at Section 5. Finally, in
Section 6, we present some concluding remarks.

2. Relevant terms

This section provides an introduction to the central concepts of this
paper: intrusion detection and IoT.

2.1. Intrusion detection

Intrusion detection is the activity of detecting actions that intruders
carry out against information systems. These actions, known as
intrusions, aim to obtain unauthorized access to a computer system.
Intruders may be external or internal. Internal intruders are users
inside the network with some degree of legitimate access that attempt
to raise their access privileges to misuse non-authorized privileges.
External intruders are users outside the target network trying to gain
unauthorized access to system information (Vacca, 2013; Patel et al.,
2010).

A typical IDS is composed of sensors, an analysis engine, and a
reporting system. Sensors are deployed at different network places or
hosts. Their task is to collect network or host data such as traffic
statistics, packet headers, service requests, operating system calls, and
file-system changes. The sensors send the collected data to the analysis
engine, which is responsible to investigate the collected data and detect
ongoing intrusions. When the analysis engine detects an intrusion, the
reporting system generates an alert to the network administrator.

IDSs can be classified as Network-based IDS (NIDS) and Host-
based IDS (HIDS). Network-based IDS (NIDS) connects to one or more
network segments and monitors network traffic for malicious activities.
Host-based IDS (HIDS) is attached to a computer device and monitors
malicious activities occurring within the system. Unlike NIDS, the
HIDS analyzes not only network traffic but also system calls, running
processes, file-system changes, interprocess communication, and ap-
plication logs.

IDS approaches may also be classified as signature-based, anomaly-
based or specification based. Since these categories are part of the
taxonomy proposed in this paper, more details about them will be
provided in Section 4.

2.2. Internet of Things

IoT is a concept that gathers all sorts of different applications based
on the convergence of smart objects and the Internet, establishing an
integration between the physical and the cyber worlds. These applica-
tions may range from a simple appliance for a smart home to a
sophisticated equipment for an industrial plant. Although IoT applica-
tions have very different objectives, they share some common char-
acteristics. Generally speaking, IoT operations include three distinct
phases: collection phase, transmission phase, and processing, manage-
ment and utilization phase (Borgia, 2014).

In the collection phase, the primary objective is to collect data about
the physical environment. Sensing devices and technologies for short
range communication are combined to reach this goal. Devices of the
collection phase are usually small and resource-constrained.
Communication protocols and technologies for this phase are designed
to operate at limited data rates and short distances, with constrained
memory capacity and low energy consumption. Due to these character-
istics, collection phase networks often are referred to as LLN (Low-
power and Lossy Networks). Solutions for error control, medium access
control, routing and addressing in LLNs may be different from those
used on the conventional Internet.

The transmission phase aims to transmit the data gathered during
the collection phase to applications and, consequently, to users. In this
phase, technologies such as Ethernet, WiFi, Hybrid Fiber Coaxial
(HFC) and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) are combined with TCP/IP
protocols to build a network that interconnects objects and users across
longer distances. Gateways are necessary to integrate LLN protocols of
the collection phase with conventional Internet protocols employed in
the transmission phase.

In the processing, management and utilization phase, applications
process collect data to obtain useful information about the physical
environment. These applications may take decisions based on this
information, controlling the physical objects to act on the physical

1 https://www.sans.org/critical-security-controls/vendor-solutions/control/13
2 http://www.scmagazine.com/intrusion-detection-systems/products/91/0/
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environment. This phase also includes a middleware, which is respon-
sible for facilitating the integration and communication between
different physical objects and multi-platform applications.

Different alliances, consortiums, special interest groups, and stan-
dard development organizations have proposed an overwhelming
amount of communication technologies for IoT, what may pose a big
challenge for end-to-end security in IoT applications (Meddeb, 2016).
Most popular technologies for IoT include IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE), WirelessHART, Z-Wave, LoRaWAN, 6LoWPAN,
RPL, CoAP, and MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport).

IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard proposed by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for physical and medium access
control layers of low-rate wireless personal area networks. With the
IEEE 802.15.4, devices can operate with data rates from 20 kbps to
250 kbps and transmission ranges from 10 m to 100 m. Medium access
control uses the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) technique (IEEE Standard for local and metropolitan area
networks, part 154, 2011).

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed standards to
work on top of IEEE 802.15.4 and facilitate the integration between
LLNs and the Internet. 6LoWPAN standard (Hui and Thubert, 2011)
aims to adapt the IPv6 packet for IEEE 802.15.4, since the former one
has a header of 40 bytes and the last one allows only 127 bytes per
frame, including header and payload information. 6LoWPAN facilitates
the interoperability between IPv6 and LLN nodes, but a gateway
between these two networks is still necessary. IETF Routing over
Low Power and Lossy Networks (ROLL) Working Group proposed a
routing protocol for LLNs, named RPL (Winter et al., 2012). It
represents the sensor network topology as Destination Oriented
Directed Acyclic Graphs (DODAG) to find the best paths according to
an objective function and some metrics. It supports multipoint-to-
point, point-to-multipoint and point-to-point traffic.

IoT community has proposed protocols for the application layer as
well. CoAP and MQTT are two of the most widely discussed application
protocols for IoT. IETF Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE)
Working Group proposed CoAP to be a transfer protocol (such as
Hypertext Transfer Protocol - HTTP) for LLNs. CoAP allows request/
response transactions in LLNs as they occur in the traditional Web,
enabling transmissions of gathered data from devices to users (Shelby
et al., 2014). MQTT is a message protocol based on the publish-
subscribe pattern. OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards), a non-profit international consor-
tium, standardized MQTT in 2013. It was designed to be a lightweight
protocol suitable for networks with unreliable or low bandwidth links.
Three components are involved in the MQTT publish-subscribe
process: the subscriber, the broker, and the publisher. The publisher
sends data to the broker. The broker has a list of subscribers, which
receive the data of their interest that was sent by publishers (Al-Fuqaha
et al., 2015; Banks and Gupta, 2014).

IEEE 802.15.4, 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP, and MQTT are standards
designed to address specific layers of LLNs protocol stack. However,
there are also IoT standards that specify vertically integrated archi-
tectures, such as BLE, WirelessHART, Z-Wave, and LoRaWAN.

BLE was developed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group as an
evolution of Bluetooth technology for low power devices. With BLE,
devices can operate at 1 kbps in the 2.4 GHz band. The distance
between two BLE nodes is up to 100 m. The lower layers of BLE
protocol stack include a physical layer, responsible for bits transmis-
sion and modulation, and a link layer, responsible for medium access
control and connection establishment. When the link layer establishes
a connection, the devices may adopt the roles of master or slave. A BLE
piconet is composed of a set of slaves connected to one master. The
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) works on top of
the link layer. The BLE L2CAP is a simplified version of the traditional
Bluetooth L2CAP, being mainly responsible for multiplexing the data
from upper layers. The upper layers include the Generic Attribute

Profile (GATT) and the Generic Access Profile (GAP). The GATT allows
service discovery and exchange of characteristics between two devices.
The GAP defines some possible operation modes for BLE devices (Al-
Fuqaha et al., 2015; Gomez et al., 2012).

WirelessHART is the result of the HART Communication
Foundation efforts to transform the Highway Addressable Remote
Transducer (HART) protocol into a wireless solution. Both HART and
WirelessHART were designed for industrial process control.
WirelessHART is organized according to a structure of five layers:
physical, link, network, transport, and application layer. The physical
layer is specified according to the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4
standard. The link layer implements medium access control, which is
based on the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technique, and
error correction. The network layer is the core of the WirelessHART
and is responsible for routing, topology control, end-to-end security
and session management. The WirelessHART network layer supports
the deployment of self-healing and self-organizing mesh networks. On
top of the network layer, the transport layer provides end-to-end
reliability and flow control. Finally, the application layer relies on
command-response based applications to allow data exchange between
the devices and the gateway (Song et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2008).

Z-wave is a low power protocol architecture for automation of
homes and small businesses. It was developed by ZenSys, and it is
promoted by Z-Wave Alliance. Z-wave devices operate in the 900 MHz
band. Data rates are up to 40 kbps and the maximum distance between
two nodes is about 30 m. Z-wave medium access control layer relies on
CSMA/CA technique and has an optional retransmission mechanism
for reliability. A Z-wave network has two types of devices: controllers
and slaves. Controllers send commands and requests for slaves, which
execute the commands or send replies to the controllers. Routing in Z-
wave networks is performed by controllers, which keep a table with
information about the entire topology. When a controller sends a
packet, it includes information about the path that must be followed in
the packet (Al-Fuqaha et al., 2015; Gomez and Paradells, 2010).

LoRaWAN is a technology developed by the LoRa Alliance, a non-
profit foundation. Unlike technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4, BLE,
WirelessHART, and Z-Wave, which aim to operate at short distances,
LoRaWAN is a technology for Low Power Wide Area Networks
(LPWANs). In LoRaWAN networks, end devices communicate to a
central network server through a gateway. End devices are directly
connected to gateways through single hop wireless links, while gate-
ways use traditional IP networks to connect to central servers. A single
end device may transmit data for multiple gateways, and the network
server is responsible for discarding redundant packets. Data rate per
terminal ranges from 0.3 kbps to 50 kbps. Covered distance in urban
areas may range from 2 km to 5 km, while in rural areas it may range
from 10 km to 15 km (A technical overview of LoRa and LoRaWAN,
2015; Filho et al., 2016).

3. Relevant reviews

Over the recent years, several review articles have been published
on IDSs for technologies related to IoT such as mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) (Mishra et al., 2004; Anantvalee and Jie, 2007; Kumar and
Dutta, 2016), wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (Farooqi and Khan,
2009; Abduvaliyev et al., 2013; Butun et al., 2014b), cloud computing
(Modi et al., 2013) and cyber-physical systems (Mitchell and Chen,
2014).

Mishra et al. (2004) point out that applying the research of wired
networks to wireless networks is not an easy task due to the funda-
mental architectural differences, especially the lack of fixed infrastruc-
ture. The authors argue that the type of intrusion response for wireless
ad hoc networks depends on the type of intrusion, the network
protocols and applications in use, and the confidence in the evidence.
Some of the likely responses include reinitializing communication
channels between nodes, identifying the compromised nodes and
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reorganizing the network to cease the compromised nodes and initiat-
ing a re-authentication request to all nodes in the network. The authors
also present a detailed discussion of seven IDSs proposals for MANETs
according to the following methodologies: distributed anomaly detec-
tion and mobile-agent-based detection. In both cases, an IDS agent
runs at each mobile node and performs local data collection and local
detection. The difference between the two methodologies lies in the
global detection: the distributed anomaly detection uses information
from neighboring nodes to build a cooperative detection engine while
the mobile-agent-based detection employs mobile agents technology
for intrusion detection and response.

Anantvalee and Jie (2007) present a study about network infra-
structure for IDS in MANETs. The authors describe three architectures
for IDS in MANETs: Distributed and Cooperative Intrusion Detection
Systems (flat network infrastructure), Hierarchical Intrusion Detection
Systems (multi-layered network infrastructure) and Mobile Agent for
Intrusion Detection Systems (flat and multi-layered network infra-
structure). Due to the nature of MANETs, the authors report that
almost all of the surveyed IDSs are structured to be distributed and
have a cooperative architecture. The authors also present a taxonomy
of misbehaving nodes detection in MANETs concerning architecture,
type of data collection, data distribution, observation, misbehavior
detection, punishment and route discovery.

Kumar and Dutta (2016) present an overview of intrusion detection
techniques for MANETs focusing on the detection algorithms. The
authors introduce a classification tree for intrusion detection techni-
ques by the nature of processing mechanism involved in the detection
method. The intrusion detection techniques are divided in statistical
based, heuristics techniques based, rule based, state based, signature
based, reputation based, routing information based, cross-layer based
and graph theory based. For every intrusion detection technique
studied, the authors propose a detailed classification of the system
according to the detection technique (misuse, anomaly-based, specifi-
cation or hybrid), architecture (standalone, distributed and coopera-
tive, mobile agent-based and hierarchical IDS), time of detection (real-
time or offline), routing protocol, type of attacks addressed, perfor-
mance, effect of mobility, robustness, flexibility, scalability, speed, and
reliability. Further, they enumerate research challenges and highlight
open issues in intrusion detection for MANETs. One significant
challenge is related to the dynamic environment. Both the intrusive
behavior and benign behavior of users, systems, or network change
over time. The IDS should be self-managed and self-configured to
handle the continuous changing dynamic environment and respond
more quickly to dynamically changing hardware and software sources
on the network.

Farooqi and Khan (2009) present a taxonomy of IDS for WSNs in
terms of the way the IDS agent is deployed in the network: purely
distributed (IDS agent is installed in each sensor node), purely
centralized (IDS agent is installed at the base station) and distribu-
ted-centralized (IDS agent is installed in some monitor nodes). The
authors also discuss the relationship between the IDS agent position in
the WSN and energy consumption. They conclude that distributed-
centralized IDS approach is a better fit for WSNs regarding power
consumption and network complexity topology.

Abduvaliyev et al. (2013) introduce a taxonomy of IDS for WSNs
regarding the detection technique: misuse detection, anomaly detec-
tion, and specification-based detection. They also provide a detailed
discussion of the IDS mechanisms concerning WSN structure, high-
lighting various vital areas that are currently underdeveloped. Some of
the topics include lack of real-world implementations of IDS schemes
in WSNs and developing IDS mechanisms that cope with the vision of
the IoT. They also conclude that while the field of IDS for WSN has
advanced significantly in the recent years, there are still various
research areas (e.g. IDS architectures, the balance between accuracy
and consumption of resources, better integration of underlying me-
chanisms) that need to be further developed.

Butun et al. (2014b) conduct an extensive literature review of IDS
for WSNs. They present a brief survey of IDSs proposed for MANETs
and investigate their applicability to WSNs. According to the authors,
some IDSs would be applicable directly (two proposals), some would be
applicable with significant modifications (seven proposals), while the
rest would not apply to WSNs (eight proposals), simply due to the
particular design requirements of WSNs. The authors also propose a
comparison among the IDSs proposed for WSNs according to the
network architecture and the detection technique. Finally, the work
highlights the energy consumption of the IDSs due to the low power
consumption requirement of WSNs.

Modi et al. (2013) report several intrusions that affect availability,
confidentiality, and integrity of Cloud Computing. The authors sum-
marize and classify IDSs used in Cloud into three categories: IDS
technology (Host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS), Network-
based intrusion detection system (NIDS), Hypervisor based intrusion
detection system and Distributed intrusion detection system (DIDS)),
detection technique and network positioning. They also discuss ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each proposal and identify challenges to
make Cloud Computing a trusted platform for delivering IoT services.
Most of the proposed intrusion detection techniques in Cloud cannot
deal with recurrent attacks in this environment such as the insider
attacks and attacks on the virtual machine or hypervisor.

According to Mitchell and Chen (2014), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs)
are large-scale, geographically dispersed, federated, heterogeneous, life-
critical systems that comprise sensors, actuators, and control and network-
ing components. The authors present a taxonomy of modern IDSs for CPSs
based on two design dimensions: detection technique and audit material
(host based or network based). First, they provide a comprehensive analysis
of the differences between traditional IDSs and IDSs for CPSs, which
include dealing with physical process monitoring, sophisticated attacks, and
legacy technology. Then, the authors summarize existing work in IDSs for
CPSs design in terms of CPS application, attack type, audit features and
dataset quality. The authors also enumerate research challenges and
highlight future trends in the area of IDSs for CPSs.

Although these articles primarily focus on the design of IDSs for
several IoT related elements, none of them provide a study of IDS
techniques specific for the IoT paradigm. In this survey article, we discuss
placement strategies and detection methods of IDSs designed specifically
for IoT. We also present common threats for IoT security and how IDSs
might be used to detect them. Furthermore, we present a review of the
common validation strategies employed in the intrusion detection meth-
ods for IoT and discuss open research issues and future trends.

4. Intrusion detection in Internet of Things

In this section, we conduct a literature review of IDS proposals for
IoT. Every work was classified regarding the following attributes: IDS
placement strategy, detection method, security threat and validation
strategy. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed taxonomy for Intrusion
Detection in IoT and Table 1 summarizes the investigated efforts to
design IDS for IoT (”-” stands for an unspecified attribute).

4.1. IDS placement strategies

Before starting to discuss the placement strategies for IDSs in IoT
networks, it is necessary to present an overview of the IoT networks
architecture and the main elements that are part of it.

In recent years, researchers have shown different architectures for
IoT (Bandyopadhyay and Sen, 2011; Khan et al., 2012; Han et al.,
2013; ETSI, 2011), which are strongly associated with the collection,
transmission, and processing, management and utilization phases
presented in Section 2.2. Although these proposals vary slightly in
some aspects, they similarly organize IoT scenarios in three broad
domains: physical domain, network domain, and application domain.
The physical domain is related to the collection phase and includes
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devices that sense and act over the physical environment, often
composing an LLN. The network domain, which relies on transmission
phase, gathers conventional network solutions and protocols to carry
the data from the physical environment to applications and users. A
border router is necessarily placed between the physical and the
network domains to integrate the LLN protocols with the conventional
protocols of the network domain. Finally, the application domain
includes the interfaces that allow users to handle the objects at the
physical domain.

In IoT networks, the IDS can be placed in the border router, in one
or more dedicated hosts, or in every physical object. The advantage of
placing the IDS in the border router is the detection of intrusion attacks
from the Internet against the objects in the physical domain. However,
an IDS in the border router might generate communication overhead
between the LLN nodes and the border router due to the IDS frequent
querying of the network state. Placing the IDS in the LLN nodes might
decrease the communication overhead associated with network mon-
itoring, but requires more resources (processing, storage, and energy)
from them (Wallgren et al., 2013). This might be a problem due to
resource limitations of LLN nodes. Distributing IDS agents across some
dedicated nodes might be a solution to meet the requirements for less
monitoring traffic and more processing capacity. However, this solu-
tion demands the organization of the network into different regions,
what might be a challenge.

The following subsections describe three possible placement stra-
tegies for IDSs, presenting advantages and drawbacks of each one.

4.1.1. Distributed IDS placement
In this placement strategy, IDSs are placed in every physical object of

the LLN. The IDS deployed in each node must be optimized since these

nodes are resource-constrained. To address this issue, Oh et al. (2014)
and Lee et al. (2014) proposed distributed lightweight IDSs. Oh et al.
defined a lightweight algorithm to match attack signatures and packet
payloads. They suggested two techniques, auxiliary shifting and early
decision, which has an objective to decrease the number of matches
needed for detecting attacks. They compared their approach with the Wu-
Manber (WM) algorithm, which is one of the fastest pattern-matching
algorithms. According to the authors, the proposed method is faster than
the Wu-Manber algorithm, running on a resource-constrained platform.
Lee et al. in turn suggested a lightweight method that monitors the node
energy consumption for detecting intrusions. By focusing only on a single
node parameter, the authors attempted to minimize the computational
resources needed for intrusion detection.

In the distributed placement, the nodes may also be responsible for
monitoring their neighbors. Nodes that monitor their neighbors are
referred to as watchdogs. Cervantes et al. (2015) proposed a solution
called INTI (Intrusion detection of Sinkhole attacks on 6LoWPAN for
Internet of ThIngs) that combined concepts of trust and reputation
with watchdogs for detecting and mitigating attacks. First, nodes are
classified as leader, associated or member nodes, composing a hier-
archical structure. The role of each node can change over time due to
the network reconfiguration or an attack event. Then, each node
monitors a superior node by estimating its inbound and outbound
traffic. When a node detects an attack, it broadcasts a message to alert
the other nodes and to isolate the attacker. The authors did not discuss
the impact of the solution in low capacity nodes.

4.1.2. Centralized IDS placement
In the centralized IDS placement, the IDS is placed in a centralized

component, for example, in the border router or a dedicated host. All

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of IDSs for IoT.

Table 1
Summary of the IDS for IoT literature.

Key references Placement strategy Detection method Security threat Validation strategy

Cho et al. (2009) Centralized Anomaly-based Man-in-the-middle Simulation
Liu et al. (2011) – Signature-based – None
Le et al. (2011) Hybrid Specification-based Routing attack None
Misra et al. (2011) – Specification-based DoS Simulation
Kasinathan et al. (2013a) Centralized Signature-based DoS Empirical
Wallgren et al. (2013) Centralized – Routing attack Simulation
Raza et al. (2013) Hybrid Hybrid Routing attack Simulation
Gupta et al. (2013) – Anomaly-based – None
Kasinathan et al. (2013b) Centralized Signature-based – Hypothetical example
Amaral et al. (2014) Hybrid Specification-based – Empirical
Oh et al. (2014) Distributed Signature-based Multiple conventional attacks (Snort and Clamav database) Empirical
Lee et al. (2014) Distributed Anomaly-based DoS Simulation
Krimmling and Peter (2014) – Hybrid Routing attack and Man-in-the-middle Simulation
Cervantes et al. (2015) Distributed Hybrid Routing attack Simulation
Summerville et al. (2015) – Anomaly-based Conventional Empirical
Thanigaivelan et al. (2016) Hybrid Anomaly-based – None
Le et al. (2016) Hybrid Specification-based Routing attack Simulation
Pongle and Chavan (2015) Hybrid Anomaly-based Routing attack Simulation
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the data that the LLN nodes gather and transmit to the Internet cross
the border router as well as the requests that Internet clients send to
the LLN nodes. Therefore, the IDS placed in a border router can
analyze all the traffic exchanged between the LLN and the Internet
(Raza et al., 2013; Farooqi and Khan, 2009). However, analyzing the
traffic that traverses the border router is not enough to detect attacks
that involve only nodes within the LLN. Then, researchers must design
IDSs that can monitor the traffic exchanged between LLN nodes,
without ignoring the impact that this monitoring activity may have on
low capacity nodes operation. Also, the centralized IDS may have
difficulty in monitoring the nodes during an attack that compromises
part of the network.

Cho et al. (2009) proposed a solution for analyzing the packets that
pass through the border router between the physical and the network
domain. The work focused on botnet attacks, what explains their choice
for monitoring only the border router traffic. Kasinathan et al. (2013a,
2013b) also employed the centralized placement, but they took into
consideration the IDS protection against a DoS (Denial of Service)
attack. This way, the authors decided to deploy the IDS analysis engine
and the IDS reporting system in a powerful dedicated host. They
deployed the IDS sensors in the LLN, which were responsible for
sniffing the network traffic and sending this data to the IDS analysis
engine. The IDS dedicated host is wire connected to the IDS sensors,
avoiding the transmission of IDS data and network regular data in the
same wireless network. Therefore, if a DoS attack degrades the wireless
transmission quality, IDS data transmission would not be affected.

Wallgren et al. (2013) proposed a centralized approach in which the
IDS is placed in the border router. The objective of the proposed
solution is to detect attacks within the physical domain. Then, instead
of monitoring the traffic crossing the border router, the authors
suggested a heartbeat protocol. According to the proposed protocol,
the border router sends ICMPv6 echo requests to all LLN nodes at
regular intervals and expects the responses to detect attacks or
availability issues. Although the solution creates additional traffic in
the network, the authors showed in the experiments that the LLN
nodes would not need to allocate additional memory to run the
heartbeat algorithm, and the energy overhead was minimal.

4.1.3. Hybrid IDS placement
Hybrid IDS placement combines concepts of centralized and

distributed placement to take advantage of their strong points and
avoid their drawbacks.

The first approach for hybrid placement organizes the network into
clusters or regions, and only the main node of each cluster hosts an IDS
instance. Then, this node becomes responsible for monitoring the other
nodes of its cluster. At first sight, this definition seems to match
Cervantes et al.'s work (Cervantes et al., 2015), presented in Section
4.1.1 as an example of distributed placement. Although Cervantes
et al.'s approach organized the networks into clusters and elected
cluster leaders, any node, being a leader or not, could monitor its
neighbor. In hybrid approaches, only selected nodes, which are often
more robust, host IDS instances. Hence, hybrid placement IDSs may be
designed to consume more resources than distributed placement IDSs.

Amaral et al. (2014) proposed an IDS for IoT using this approach.
In this work, selected nodes in the network host an IDS. These selected
nodes (watchdogs) aim to identify intrusions by eavesdropping the
exchanged packets in their neighborhood. The watchdog decides
whether a node is compromised according to a set of rules. Each
watchdog has a particular set of rules because each component in the
network might have a different behavior. For example, a border router
usually experiences higher rates of messages than a regular node. The
advantage of this approach relies on allowing the construction of a
different set of rules for each area of the network.

Le et al. (2011) also followed the approach of organizing the
network in regions. They used the hybrid placement by building a
backbone of monitor nodes. With a minimal number of monitor nodes

that cover the whole network, a monitor node sniffs the communication
from its neighbors and defines whether a node is compromised. This
solution has the advantage of not generating more communication
overhead since the monitor nodes only sniff the transmissions among
their neighbors. In a more recent work, Le et al. (2016) organized the
network into small clusters with a similar number of nodes. Each
cluster has a cluster head, which is a node that had direct commu-
nication with all the cluster members. An IDS instance is placed in each
cluster head which monitors the cluster members by sniffing their
communication. Cluster members should report related information
about itself and other neighbors to the cluster head. Even though the
authors considered the cluster head might be a more powerful node,
they chose to design a lightweight IDS solution.

In the second approach for hybrid placement, IDS modules are
placed both in the border router and in the other network nodes. The
main difference of this approach to the first one is the presence of a
central component. The IDS modules in the border router are
responsible for tasks that demand more resource capacity, while the
IDS modules in regular nodes are usually lightweight. Raza et al.
(2013) proposed an IDS named SVELTE. On their work, the border
router hosts process intensive IDS modules such as the one responsible
for detecting intrusions by analyzing RPL network data. Network nodes
are responsible for lightweight tasks such as sending RPL network data
to the border router and notifying the border router about the
malicious traffic they receive.

In Pongle and Chavan (2015), network nodes are responsible for
detecting changes in their neighborhood and sending information
about neighbors to centralized modules, which are deployed in the
border router. The centralized modules, in turn, are responsible for
storing and analyzing this data to detect intrusions and identify the
possible attackers. Though the IDS description might indicate an
architecture that demands an intense traffic exchange to detect
intrusions, the results showed that the energy overhead, the packet
overhead, and the memory consumption were adequate to an environ-
ment with constrained nodes.

Thanigaivelan et al. (2016) proposed an IDS that also allocates
different responsibilities to the border router and the network nodes,
making them work cooperatively. The IDS module in the node
monitors node neighbors, detecting possible intrusions. When an event
is detected, the node sends a notification to the IDS module on the
border router. Then, the border router module correlates notifications
from different nodes to make a final decision regarding the intrusion.
Thanigaivelan et al. classified their IDS as a distributed IDS. However,
the central role of the border router in taking the final decision about
the intrusion detection makes the proposed IDS a hybrid approach.

4.2. Detection methods

Intrusion detection techniques are classified into four categories
depending upon the detection mechanism used in the system: anom-
aly-based, signature-based, specification-based and hybrid.

The objective of this section is to discuss how these techniques have
been used to develop IDSs for IoT.

4.2.1. Signature-based approaches
In signature-based approaches, IDSs detect attacks when system or

network behavior matches an attack signature stored in the IDS
internal databases. If any system or network activity matches with
stored patterns/signatures, then an alert will be triggered.

Signature-based IDSs are accurate and very effective at detecting
known threats, and their mechanism is easy to understand. However,
this approach is ineffective to detect new attacks and variants of known
attacks, because a matching signature for these attacks is still unknown
(Vacca, 2013; Liao et al., 2013).

In Liu et al. (2011), the authors proposed a signature-based IDS
that employs Artificial Immune System mechanisms. Detectors with
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attack signatures were modeled as immune cells that can classify
datagrams as malicious (non-self element) or normal (self-element).
Moreover, detectors can evolve to adapt to new conditions in the
monitored environment. The paper does not discuss how this approach
would be deployed in IoT networks with low capacity nodes. The
computational cost of storing attack signatures and running learning
algorithms might also be a problem.

Kasinathan et al. (2013a) integrated a signature-based IDS into the
network framework developed within ebbits project.3 Their main
objective is to detect DoS attacks in 6LoWPAN-based networks. To
implement the IDS, the authors adapted the Suricata,4 a signature-
based IDS, to 6LoWPAN networks. The IDS sends the alerts to a DoS
protection manager that analyzes additional information such as
channel interference rate and packet dropping rate to confirm the
attack. The objective of this verification is to reduce the false alarm
rate. The proposed architecture was designed to allow the IDS
deployment on a dedicated Linux host, avoiding problems related to
low capacity nodes. However, it is not clear how the signatures
database will be updated. Kasinathan et al. (2013b) also presented a
signature-based approach, extending the approach proposed in
Kasinathan et al. (2013a).

In their work, Oh et al. (2014) aimed to reduce the computational
cost of the comparison between packet payloads and attack signatures,
since IoT nodes with low capacity may not support this process. The
proposed scheme is based on a multiple pattern-detection algorithm.
The idea is to skip a large number of unnecessary matching operations
through auxiliary shift values. The authors evaluate the proposed
algorithm using a Raspberry Pi computing unit integrating the
Omnivision 5647 sensor. The main goal of the device was to capture
images by the embedded sensor and to transmit these images to the
central server. Three algorithms were tested using intrusion pattern
sets from Snort and ClamAV. In a best case scenario, the proposed
method achieved a speedup of up to 2.14 compared to the traditional
pattern-matching algorithm, given restricted resources.

4.2.2. Anomaly-based approaches
Anomaly-based IDSs compare the activities of a system at an

instant against a normal behavior profile and generates the alert
whenever a deviation from normal behavior exceeds a threshold. This
approach is efficient to detect new attacks, in particular, those attacks
related to abuse of resources. However, anything that does not match
to a normal behavior is considered an intrusion and learning the entire
scope of the normal behavior is not a simple task. Thereby, this method
usually has high false positive rates (Mitchell and Chen, 2014; Debar,
2002; Scarfone and Mell, 2007).

To construct the normal behavior profile, researchers usually
employ statistical techniques or machine learning algorithms that
may be too heavy for low capacity nodes of IoT networks. Therefore,
anomaly-based approaches for IoT networks should take this particu-
larity into account.

In Cho et al. (2009), the authors proposed a detection scheme for
botnets using the anomaly-based method. The authors assumed that
botnets cause unexpected changes in the traffic of 6LoWPAN sensor
nodes. The proposed solution computes the average for three metrics to
compose the normal behavior profile: the sum of TCP control field,
packet length, and the number of connections of each sensor. Then, the
system monitors network traffic and raises an alert when metrics for
any node violate the computed averages.

Gupta et al. (2013) proposed an architecture for a wireless IDS.
According to the proposed architecture, the IDS would apply
Computational Intelligence algorithms to construct normal behavior
profiles for network devices. For each different IP address assigned to a

device, there would be a distinct normal behavior profile. The authors
did not consider the possibility of deploying the proposed IDS in
networks with low capacity devices.

In Lee et al. (2014), the authors assumed the energy consumption
as a parameter to analyze nodes behavior. They defined models of
regular energy consumption for mesh-under routing scheme and route-
over routing scheme. Then, each node monitors its energy consump-
tion at a sampling rate of 0.5 s. When the energy consumption deviates
from the expected value, the IDS classifies the node as malicious and
removes it from the route table in 6LoWPAN. The authors claimed that
it is a lightweight approach, specifically developed for low capacity
networks. However, they did not present results related to false positive
rates, which are necessary to take more precise conclusions about the
approach.

Summerville et al. (2015) developed a deep-packet anomaly detec-
tion approach that aims to run on resource constrained IoT devices.
The authors argue that small IoT devices use few and relatively simple
protocols, resulting in network payloads that are highly similar. Based
on this idea, they use a technique called bit-pattern matching to
perform feature selection. Network payloads are treated as a sequence
of bytes, and the feature selection operates on overlapping tuples of
bytes, called n-grams. A match between a bit-pattern and an n-gram
occurs when the corresponding bits match in all positions. The authors
propose an experimental evaluation using two Internet-enabled devices
and the false-positive rates for the four attack types (worm propaga-
tion, tunneling, SQL code injection, and directory traversal attacks)
were very low.

Thanigaivelan et al. (2016) briefly introduced a distributed internal
anomaly detection system for IoT. The principle of the proposed IDS is
to look for any discrepancies in the network by monitoring the
characteristics of one-hop neighbor nodes such as packet size and data
rate. According to the authors, the system learns and derives the
normal behaviors from the monitored information. However, no details
about the method used to construct the normal behavior profile are
provided. It is also unclear how the detection algorithm would work on
IoT low capacity nodes.

Pongle and Chavan (2015) presented an IDS designed to detect
wormhole attacks in IoT devices. The authors assume that the worm-
hole attack always leaves its symptoms on the system, for example, a
high number of control packets are exchanged between the two ends of
the tunnel, or a high number of neighbors get formed after a successful
attack. Using this logic, the authors propose three algorithms to detect
such anomalies in the network. According to their experimentation, the
system achieved a true positive rate of 94% for wormhole detection and
87% for detecting both the attacker and the attack. However, no details
of false positive rates are provided. The authors also performed a study
on power and memory consumption of the nodes. Apparently, the
proposed system is suitable for IoT devices, since its power and
memory consumption are low. On the other hand, the achieved results
should be compared to the literature for establishing a baseline
between them.

4.2.3. Specification-based approaches
Specification is a set of rules and thresholds that define the expected

behavior for network components such as nodes, protocols, and routing
tables. Specification-based approaches detect intrusions when network
behavior deviates from specification definitions. Therefore, specifica-
tion-based detection has the same purpose of anomaly-based detection:
identifying deviations from normal behavior. However, there is one
important difference between these methods: in specification-based
approaches, a human expert should manually define the rules of each
specification (Mitchell and Chen, 2014; Amaral et al., 2014; Butun
et al., 2014a). Manually defined specifications usually provide lower
false positive rates in comparison with the anomaly-based detection
(Mitchell and Chen, 2014; Amaral et al., 2014; Butun et al., 2014a).
Besides, Specification-based detection systems do not need a training

3 http://www.ebbits-project.eu/
4 http://suricata-ids.org/
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phase, since they can start working immediately after specification
setup (Amaral et al., 2014). However, manually defined specifications
may not adapt to different environments and could be time-consuming
and error-prone *(Mitchell and Chen, 2014; Amaral et al., 2014; Butun
et al., 2014a).

Misra et al. (2011) presented an approach to prevent IoT middle-
ware from DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks. To detect the
attacks, the maximum capacity of each middleware layer is specified.
When the number of requests to a layer exceeds the specified threshold,
the system generates an alert.

In Le et al. (2011), the authors proposed other specification-based
approach, focused on detecting RPL attacks. They specified the RPL
behavior in a finite state machine, which is used to monitor the network
and detect malicious actions. This work is extended in Le et al. (2016)
where the authors use simulation trace files (Contiki-Cooja platform) to
generate the finite state machine for the RPL protocol. This profile was
transformed into a set of rules applied for checking monitoring data
from the network nodes. According to their experimentation, the true
positive rates are very high and in some cases could reach 100% while
the false positive rates are low, varying from 0% to 6.78%. Besides, the
proposed scheme has an energy overhead of 6.3% when compared to a
typical RPL network.

Amaral et al. (2014) proposed a specification-based IDS that allows
the network administrator to create rules for attack detection. When
one of these rules is violated, the IDS sends an alert to the Event
Management System (EMS). The EMS runs on a node without resource
constraints to correlate the alerts for different nodes in the network.

The success of Misra et al. (2011) and Amaral et al. (2014)
approaches strongly depends on the expertise of the network admin-
istrator, which is a characteristic of the specification-based method.
Wrong specifications may cause excessive false positives and false
negatives, representing a considerable risk to network security.

4.2.4. Hybrid approaches
Hybrid approaches use concepts of signature-based, specification-

based and anomaly-based detection to maximize their advantages and
minimize the impact of their drawbacks.

SVELTE is a hybrid IDS that Raza et al. proposed in Raza et al.
(2013). The objective of this hybrid IDS is to offer a satisfactory trade-
off between storage cost of the signature-based method and computing
cost of the anomaly-based method. In Krimmling and Peter (2014), the
authors tested anomaly and signature-based IDSs using the IDS
evaluation framework that they proposed. The results showed that
each approach failed in detecting some kinds of attacks. According to
the authors, a combination of these approaches could address a wider
range of attacks with a single IDS. INTI IDS, proposed by Cervantes
et al. (2015) for detection and isolation of sinkhole attacks, combines
anomaly-based concepts to monitor the exchange of packets between
nodes and specification-based method to extract two kinds of node
evaluation: reputation and trust. Values vary between 0 and 1. When
the reputation or trust values are above 0.5, the node is assumed as
good. INTI is evaluated and compared to SVELTE regarding its
effectiveness and efficiency to mitigate sinkhole attacks. The authors
proposed a simulation scenario and the results show that INTI achieves
a sinkhole detection rate up to 92% in a fixed scenario and 75% in a
mobile scenario. Moreover, INTI showed a low rate of false positives
and negatives than SVELTE in both scenarios.

4.3. Security threats

The objective of this subsection is to discuss how different attack
types have been addressed in the IDS proposals for IoT. Enabling IoT
solutions involves a composition of several technologies, services, and
standards, each one with its security and privacy requirements. With
this in mind, it is reasonable to assume that the IoT paradigm has at
least the same security issues as mobile communication networks (e.g.,

WSNs), cloud services and the Internet. However, as noted by Sicari
et al. (2015), traditional security countermeasures, and privacy en-
forcement cannot be directly applied to IoT technologies due to three
fundamental aspects: the limited computing power of IoT components,
the high number of interconnected devices, and sharing of data among
objects and users.

One example of how IoT devices are susceptible to attacks is
described in Notra et al. (2014). The authors studied the network
activity of three IoT devices (the Phillips Hue lightbulb, the Belkin
WeMo power switch, and the Nest smoke alarm), and demonstrated
the ease with which security and privacy can be compromised for these
devices. For the Phillips Hue lightbulb, the authors managed to
discover a flaw in the request/response message exchange between
the bridge (a wireless router, for example) and the Phillips Hue App.
The communication between them is in plain text, allowing the attacker
to discover the whitelisted usernames and the bridge IP address. The
attacker can also take full control of the bridge by making HTTP PUT
requests, using a Python code developed by the authors.

According to Kolias et al. (2016), the fast productization of IoT
technologies might leave IoT networks vulnerable to security and
privacy risks. The authors discovered several security vulnerabilities
by building IoT use-cases using popular commercial off-the-shelf
products and services. The authors assembled a smart watering system
composed of a component that provided environmental readings, a
module that implemented user decisions, and a unit that connected the
user to the rest of the scheme. They also used a single-board computer
(Arduino Uno) to execute all the sensing and actuating functionality
and a Web application. Some points of failure identified by the authors
are insecure Web application counterparts, leading to XSS and SQL
injection attacks and insecure wireless communications. As an exam-
ple, the authors describe the following attack: an intruder can create a
software-enabled access point (SoftAP), bearing the same service set
identifier (SSID) as the real network, but without protection. Then, it
can temporarily shut down all IoT devices by spoofing broadcast
deauthentication packets. At this point, IoT devices will attempt to
reconnect to the SoftAP that has the same SSID and the strongest
signal. The authors argue that advanced OSs might avoid the attack,
but the less feature-rich OSs of many IoT devices will not understand
the difference and will connect to the SoftAP forged by the attacker.
From this point on, attackers will be able to eavesdrop on the network
traffic and also send remote commands to the IoT devices.

Of course, IoT technology vendors must release patches for all these
vulnerabilities as vendors of conventional software and hardware have
done for their products. Moreover, the development of new IoT
products must have the protection of interactions between IoT entities
as a concern. These measures will improve the security of IoT systems.
However, auxiliary lines of defense like IDSs are still necessary, since
attackers may attempt to explore new vulnerabilities or known ones
that were not properly patched.

Garcia-Morchon et al. (2013) organize the security threats that can
affect IoT entities into the following categories: cloning of things,
malicious substitution of things, firmware replacement, extraction of
security parameters, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle, routing attack
and DoS. Next, we briefly describe these threats.

Cloning of things, malicious substitution of things, firmware
replacement and extraction of security parameters can be organized
according to the process phase in which the attacker acts - manufactur-
ing (cloning of things), installing (malicious substitution of things),
operation (firmware replacement and extraction of security para-
meters) or maintenance (firmware replacement). Cloning of things
usually happens during the manufacturing process of a physical object,
when an untrusted manufacturer can easily clone the physical char-
acteristics, firmware/software, or security configuration of the object,
implementing additional functionality with the cloned physical object,
such as a backdoor. During the installation of a physical object, a
genuine one may be maliciously substituted with a similar variant of
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lower quality without being detected. When a physical object is in
operation or maintenance phase, new features could be provided by
upgrading its firmware. An attacker may be able to exploit such a
firmware upgrade by replacing the physical object with malicious
software. Also during the operation phase, an attacker may exploit
the physically exposed environment where the object is deployed to
extract security information such as keys (e.g., device key, private key,
group key) from this object or try and re-program it to serve his needs.
IDS solutions for IoT surveyed in our work do not address these types
of threats.

Passive attackers can eavesdrop communication channels to extract
security parameters, configuration settings or application data from the
information flow. A man-in-the-middle attack is performed when an
attacker node modifies communications from an entity A to another
entity B without both A and B noticing it. Routing attacks consist of
spoofing, modifying or replaying routing information to create routing
loops, attract or repel network traffic, extend or shorten source routes
and so on. Other possible routing attacks include sinkhole attack,
selective forwarding, wormhole attack, and sybil attack (Garcia-
Morchon et al., 2013). Specific attacks to RPL, primarily used in a
6LoWPAN network, are also possible such as packet fragmentation
attacks and rank attacks (Kasinathan et al., 2013a). At last, physical
objects usually have tight memory and limited computation capacity so
that they might be vulnerable to DoS attacks. DoS attacks can be
launched in a traditional way, exhausting service provider resources
and network bandwidth or targeting the wireless communication
infrastructure, jamming the communication channel.

Table 2 organizes the IDS proposals for IoT according to attacks
that can be detected (claimed by the authors) and the categories of each
attack proposed by Garcia-Morchon et al. (2013). As noted by Garcia-
Morchon et al. (2013), security threats related to conventional tech-
nologies and middlewares used to build the IoT environment might
also apply to IoT systems, for instance, unsecured connections over
HTTP and injection of malicious code. From now on, we refer to this
type of attack as a conventional attack.

As shown in Table 2, IDS proposals for IoT can be divided into two
big groups: methods to detect routing attacks and methods do detect
DoS attacks. Man-in-the-middle and conventional attacks are the other
threats that appear in our analysis.

Detection of routing attacks in the IoT are proposed in Le et al.
(2011), Wallgren et al. (2013), Raza et al. (2013), Krimmling and Peter
(2014), Cervantes et al. (2015), Le et al. (2016), and Pongle and
Chavan (2015). Four of them focused only on one or, at most, two types
of routing attacks: Wallgren et al. (2013), Raza et al. (2013), Cervantes
et al. (2015), and Pongle and Chavan (2015). Wallgren et al. (2013)
investigated the protection capabilities of the RPL against many types
of routing attacks: sinkhole, selective forwarding, hello flood, worm-
hole, clone ID, and sybil attacks. However, Wallgren et al.'s IDS

focused only on selective forwarding attacks. Raza et al. (2013)
proposed an IDS to detect sinkhole and selective forwarding attacks.
Cervantes et al. (2015) also developed a system to detect sinkhole
attacks. In their work, Cervantes et al. addressed nodes mobility and
network self-repair, which are two significant contributions regarding
Raza et al.'s work. Pongle and Chavan (2015) proposed an IDS to detect
wormhole attacks.

Le et al. (2011) introduced two new topology attacks called rank
and repair attacks. In a more recent work, Le et al. (2016) focused on
different routing attacks such as rank, sinkhole, local repair, neighbor,
and DIS (DODAG Information Solicitation) attacks.

Krimmling and Peter (2014) investigated how IDSs can be applied
to IoT environments that use CoAP. They implemented some simple
routing attacks (replay, drop, and insertion attacks) and situations such
as bit flips, byte exchanges, and modifications of entire data fields that
can be related to a man-in-the-middle attack. Cho et al. (2009)
proposed a system to detect man-in-the-middle attacks based on
botnets. More specifically, in these attacks, an LLN node is compro-
mised, becoming a bot. Then, this bot receives commands from an
external controller to forge data that it forwards.

Three works discussed ways of detecting DoS attacks in the context
of the IoT: Misra et al. (2011), Kasinathan et al. (2013a) and Lee et al.
(2014). Misra et al. (2011) used the concept of learning automata to
devise a strategy for the prevention of DDoS attacks in the context of
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for IoT. The authors defined
thresholds for each network layer, and the learning automata helped
to identify which packets would be discarded. A DoS detection
architecture for 6LoWPAN in the form of an IDS was proposed by
Kasinathan et al. (2013a). The system monitors the network traffic of
6LoWPAN through one or more IDS probes operating in promiscuous
mode and detects the attack by using signature-based IDS detection
method. A lightweight intrusion detection scheme for 6LoWPAN is
developed in Lee et al. (2014). The system is based on analyzing energy
consumption of nodes to detect possible DoS attacks.

Oh et al. (2014) and Summerville et al. (2015) focused on
conventional attacks. Oh et al. evaluated their approach with intrusion
pattern sets from Snort, a traditional open-source IDS for conventional
networks, and ClamAV, an open-source anti-virus for conventional
operating systems. Summerville et al. assessed the performance of their
IDS with conventional attack scenarios that included worm propaga-
tion, tunneling, SQL code injection, and directory traversal attacks.

4.4. Validation strategy

According to Balci (1998), validation consists of checking that the
built model behaves with satisfactory accuracy within the study
objectives. There are many validation techniques, and they may be
distinguished by two sources of information: experts and data. While

Table 2
IDS proposals for IoT - security threats.

Proposed system Detected attacks Category

Le et al. (2011) Topology attacks on RPL - rank attack and local repair attack Routing attack
Raza et al. (2013) Sinkhole and selective-forwarding attacks Routing attack
Wallgren et al. (2013) Selective-forwarding attacks Routing attack
Cervantes et al. (2015) Sinkhole attacks Routing attack
Pongle and Chavan (2015) Wormhole attacks Routing attack
Le et al. (2016) Topology attacks on RPL - rank, sinkhole, neighbor, local repair, and DIS attacks Routing attack
Krimmling and Peter (2014) Simple routing attacks (replay, drop and insertion) and bit flip, byte change and field change combined

with a routing attack to simulate a man-in-the-middle
Routing attack and Man-in-the-
middle

Oh et al. (2014) Intrusion pattern sets from Snort and ClamAV Conventional attack
Summerville et al. (2015) Worm propagation, tunneling, SQL code injection, and directory traversal attacks Conventional attack
Cho et al. (2009) Botnet on 6LoWPAN Man-in-the-middle
Misra et al. (2011) DDoS DoS
Kasinathan et al. (2013a) IPv6 UDP flooding attack DoS
Lee et al. (2014) DoS detection using an energy consumption model DoS
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the use of experts provides a subjective and often qualitative model
validation, the use of data may allow a quantitative and more objective
validation (Chrun, 2011).

Our goal here is to investigate the validation strategy employed in
the intrusion detection methods for IoT. Such criteria could be a
starting point for evaluating the maturity level of this field. For this
purpose, the classification of validation methods proposed by Verendel
(2009) is used:

• Hypothetical: hypothetical examples, having unclear relation to
actual phenomena and degree of realism;

• Empirical: empirical methods, such as systematic experimental
gathering of data from operational settings;

• Simulation: simulation methods of some IoT scenario;

• Theoretical: formal or precise theoretical arguments to support
results.

• None: no validation methods are employed.

Scientific advances rely on reproducibility of results so that they can
be independently validated and compared by repeated large-sample
tests (Mahoney and Chan, 2003). Much of the evaluation in traditional
IDSs has been based on data from the experiments performed by the
Lincoln Laboratory/DARPA in 1998 and 1999. This effort is considered
the most comprehensive evaluation of research on IDSs that has ever
been performed (Shiravi et al., 2012). While several works criticize and
point out that this is a very outdated dataset, unable to accommodate
the latest trend in attacks (McHugh, 2000; Brown et al., 2009;
Nehinbe, 2011), having an evaluation dataset is crucial to learn about
the correctness of a model.

Out of the 18 investigated works, 4 conducted the validation using
empirical methods and operational settings (Kasinathan et al., 2013a;
Oh et al., 2014; Amaral et al., 2014; Summerville et al., 2015). In all
cases, the authors developed unique physical testbeds using a combi-
nation of specific IoT software/hardware components such as TinyOS,
Raspberry Pi, Contiki and sensors to evaluate their proposals. Cho et al.
(2009), Misra et al. (2011), Raza et al. (2013), Wallgren et al. (2013),
Krimmling and Peter (2014), Lee et al. (2014), Cervantes et al. (2015),
Le et al. (2016), Pongle and Chavan (2015) used simulation as their
validation strategy. Again, different network configurations and tools
simulators are used: Cooja (Raza et al., 2013; Wallgren et al., 2013;
Pongle and Chavan, 2015; Le et al., 2016), OMNeT (Krimmling and
Peter, 2014) and Qualnet (Lee et al., 2014). Besides, it is unclear which
simulators tools were used in Cho et al. (2009) and Misra et al. (2011).
Finally, one work was validated using a simple hypothetical example
(Kasinathan et al., 2013b) and no validation efforts were found in 4
papers (Le et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2013;
Thanigaivelan et al., 2016).

The results show that there are no standardized validation efforts
for intrusion detection in IoT: evaluation testbeds are created with soil
purposes, simulation and software/hardware tools are chosen without
clear reasons, and models to detect similar threats (e.g., DoS) are
validated using completely different network parameters (Cho et al.,
2009 and Lee et al., 2014). It is also important to note that only one
work empirically evaluated and compared different IDS schemes
(Cervantes et al., 2015). The authors proposed an evaluation using
the Cooja simulator between SVELTE and their scheme, called INTI.

5. Issues, concerns and future research directions

Research efforts in IDS for IoT are still incipient. After classifying
the papers in Section 4, we observed that the proposed solutions do not
investigate the strong and weak points of each possible detection
method and placement strategy deeply. The authors also have focused
on few attack types and IoT technologies. Finally, validation strategies
are very simple, complicating the comparison and reproduction of the
proposed approaches. Next, we provide a detailed view of some issues

and concerns in IDS research for IoT, also highlighting possible future
research directions.

Investigating pros and cons of detection methods and placement
strategies. Detection method and placement strategy are important
characteristics of IDSs. The 18 analyzed works do not reach a
consensus on which are the most proper options for detection method
and placement strategy for IDSs in IoT. Regarding detection methods,
only Krimmling and Peter (2014) conducted tests to compare different
approaches. They concluded that hybrid detection would be the best
option. However, despite their importance, these results are not
definitive. Summerville et al. (2015) argue that zero-day threats and
the lack of resources for a potentially large database of known attacks
make the use of signature-based detection approaches unsuitable in an
IoT environment. According to them, small resource constrained
devices execute fewer and potentially less complex network protocols
than general purpose computing platforms, making it easier to use
anomaly based detection methods to identify deviations from normal
behavior. However, the computational requirements for running such
methods in resource constrained systems could be high. In fact, only
one anomaly-based approach (Pongle and Chavan, 2015) evaluated the
impact of IDS on the nodes energy consumption. Researchers should
conduct more experiments to investigate the strong and weak points of
each detection method in several situations and IoT applications. These
experiments should show, for example, how different detection meth-
ods affect IDS properties such as attack detection accuracy, attack
detection and reporting speed, energy consumption of network nodes
and performance overhead (Milenkoski et al., 2015). For the discussion
about IDS placement strategies, there is a starting point: the IDS
should be able to monitor the traffic that physical objects exchange
within the physical domain and the traffic that flows between physical
objects and hosts on the Internet. Nodes in the physical domain of IoT
systems may operate in a mesh topology, assuming other networking
functions (e.g., routing). Consequently, monitoring these nodes is
essential to detect, for example, routing attacks. Physical objects also
deliver services to users on the Internet, which is a particularity of IoT.
Detecting attacks in the traffic that flows through the boundary
between the Internet and the physical domain is also very important.
Based on these assumptions, researchers should propose more experi-
ments to evaluate the pros and cons of each IDS placement strategy for
different IoT applications.

Increasing attack detection range. Despite their differences, intru-
sion detection proposals for IoT have many similarities with intrusion
detection in WSNs. One of them is related to the attack detection range.
In both cases (IoT and WSNs), research efforts are focused on
developing detection systems for specific attack types, especially for
routing attacks and DoS. However, it is still unclear how these systems
can be combined to each other to be properly employed in real world
environments. There are some potential attacks against the IoT, but the
proposals can detect only a few attacks at the same time. Kasinathan
et al. (2013b) indicate that their architecture could be integrated with
SVELTE, a system proposed by Raza et al. (2013) and that additional
attacks could be detected by developing specific modules for Suricata.
However, there are not further guidelines about this subject. Therefore,
the evaluation of different attack detection schemes running under the
same operational settings would be a good topic of research. Energy
consumption, interoperability between the schemes and the scalability
are some of the features that would be studied in this context. Another
issue found in the analyzed works is the absence of clear instructions
for adding more attacks to the detection engine, also called extend-
ability. Raza et al. (2013) and Cervantes et al. (2015) mention this fact
but, again, there are not indications toward accomplishing this issue.
As previously discussed, most of the analyzed papers covered only
three attack types: routing attack, man-in-the-middle, and DoS. Tests
in popular IoT devices used in today home environments (Phillips Hue
lightbulb, Belkin WeMo power switch, and Nest smoke alarm) (Notra
et al., 2014) show some examples of application attacks that do not fit
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in those three cited attack types. Future IDSs for IoT should expand the
attack detection range and also consider the requirements of the
intended application. The security level of healthcare applications
might be different from the smart home domain, for instance.

Addressing more IoT technologies. 6LoWPAN is often cited as a
typical IoT network technology, what may explain why most of the
analyzed papers propose IDS for 6LoWPAN. However, since IoT will be
used in many application domains with different technologies, devel-
opment of IDSs only for 6LoWPAN is insufficient to meet the security
needs of every IoT system. BLE and Z-Wave, for instance, are
technologies frequently associated to IoT, but researchers have not
proposed IDSs for BLE or Z-Wave based systems. CoAP is another
technology that security researchers should address in future. As CoAP
allows physical objects to deliver services to users on the Internet, it
may be the source of several vulnerabilities. Krimmling and Peter
approached the intrusion detection for applications that use CoAP in
Krimmling and Peter (2014), but more work is necessary to deepen this
discussion. Finally, IDSs that address other technologies, such as WiFi,
NFC (Near Field Communication) and Bluetooth, should be studied.
Household appliances that are currently available on the market use
these technologies (Notra et al., 2014). Therefore, users need to be
protected against intrusions in these applications urgently.

Improving validation strategies. The most idealistic methodology
for evaluating IDSs is running the system over real labeled network
traces with an extensive set of intrusions (Shiravi et al., 2012). One of
the most popular IDS tests to date was conducted by the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
The generated dataset includes some injected attacks at well-defined
points, Windows NT audit data, process and file system information.
Although this dataset is widely used by the IDS research community,
their precision and ability to reveal real-world characteristics have been
extensively criticized in McHugh (2000), Brown et al. (2009) and
Nehinbe (2011). Shiravi et al. (2012) propose a systematic approach to
generate benchmark datasets for IDS. According to them, a qualifying
dataset should have the following set of features: realistic network
configuration, realistic traffic, labeled dataset, total interaction capture,
full capture and multiple attack scenarios. These characteristics are
suitable for traditional networks, where concepts like network peri-
meter and external/internal attackers could be clearly defined. The
same could not be said for IoT environments. Studies should be
conducted to verify whether those set of features can be applied to
intrusion detection for IoT. For example, the authors simulated the
natural behavior of network connected nodes by implementing a
physical testbed with real live devices. User behavior was created by
mimicking user activity from an operational network. Evaluating and
creating similar network testbeds for IoT systems could be a viable
starting point. Initiatives such as the SmartSantander (Sanchez et al.,
2011) which is a is city-scale experimental research facility deployed in
Santander, Spain, could be used as a role model towards developing
robust strategies for IDS validation in IoT. Other testbeds for IoT
experimentation can be found in Gluhak et al. (2011).

Secure alert traffic and management. A constant concern related to
IDSs is the protection of IDS communications. Conventional networks
adopt management networks or Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)
for protecting the communication between nodes and the IDS compo-
nents. However, in IoT scenarios, the particular characteristics of
nodes impose several difficulties for protecting IDS communication.
In case weak security methods are used to protect the communication
between IDS sensors and nodes, the attacker can passively monitor
network traffic and decrypt the IDS traffic. Attackers can also use
evasion techniques to discover channels that are not currently mon-
itored and launch attacks on those channels. Kasinathan et al. (2013a,
2013b) suggest using a wired connection between the IDS sensors and
the IDS itself. In Le et al. (2011), Raza et al. (2013) and Wallgren et al.
(2013), the authors acknowledge the importance of protecting the IDS
communication, but, in their proposals, they assume that the commu-

nication between the IoT nodes is secured. Some methods to protect
communication between IoT nodes are proposed in Granjal et al.
(2012) and Isa et al. (2012) and usually involve lightweight encryption
and authentication methods. Another important research topic is the
Privacy-preserving Intrusion Detection (PPID) (Yan et al., 2014). IoT
nodes should avoid disclosing private information such as “being
intruded or not” even when they share intrusion detection information
with other parties. As discussed in Yan et al. (2014), current literature
has not seriously studied how to preserve the privacy of intrusion
detection information. PPID schemes should be proposed based not
only on the IDS placement strategy but also according to the IoT
application domain.

Addressing further issues of IDSs. Adoption of IDSs in IoT
networks may introduce new challenges for network administrators
and users. In traditional networks, IDSs generate huge amounts of
alerts, including many false positives and low priority alerts. Human
network operators cannot manually analyze these alerts to figure out
attack strategies, identify high priority alerts, discard false positives
and mitigate attack consequences. IDSs for IoT systems may experi-
ence this issue as well. Therefore, researchers should propose post-
processing approaches for IDS alerts in IoT systems. Alerts post
processing includes techniques for alert correlation, false positives
reduction and data visualization, which aid network administrators to
extract useful information from huge volumes of alerts. Recent
research studies published by G.P. Spathoulas and Katsikas (2013);
G. Spathoulas and Katsikas (2013), Hubballi and Suryanarayanan
(2014), Shittu et al. (2015) may help security researchers developing
novel post-processing techniques for IDS alerts in IoT. IDS adminis-
tration is also a challenge for network administrators and users. In
traditional networks, IDS installation, configuration and maintenance
are complex, labor-intensive and error-prone processes. In IoT, IDSs
may get even harder to manage. The most remarkable IoT aspect is its
ability to transform everything in our lives, from a household appliance
to a sophisticated industrial machine, into an Internet host. IoT
systems will be ubiquitous and large-scaled. Therefore, IDS adminis-
tration in IoT systems cannot depend on constant human intervention.
To address this issue, security researchers should study the develop-
ment of autonomic IDSs. Autonomic systems follow the self-* para-
digm. According to this paradigm, systems can perform configuration,
adaptation and repairing functions, among others, with minimal
human intervention. Ashraf and Habaebi (2015) present a survey
about autonomic schemes for threat mitigation in IoT that may be
valuable as a starting point to autonomic IDS research.

6. Conclusion

IoT has created high expectations due to its capacity of transforming
physical objects of different application domains into Internet hosts.
However, attackers may also take advantage of the IoT great potential as a
new way to threaten users' privacy and security. Therefore, security
solutions for IoT should be developed. As in traditional networks, the IDS
is one of the most important security tools for IoT.

In this paper, we presented a survey about IDS research efforts for
IoT. We selected 18 papers in the literature that proposed specific IDS
schemes for IoT or developed attack detection strategies for IoT that
could be part of an IDS. These papers were published between 2009
and 2016. We proposed a taxonomy to classify these papers, which is
based on the following attributes: detection method, IDS placement
strategy, security threat, and validation strategy. We observed that the
research of IDS schemes for IoT is still incipient. The proposed
solutions do not cover a wide range of attacks and IoT technologies.
Moreover, it is not clear which detection method and placement
strategies are more adequate for IoT systems. Finally, validation
strategies are not well consolidated.

As future research, researchers may focus on the following issues:
(1) to investigate strong and weak points of different detection methods
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and placement strategies; (2) to increase the attack detection range; (3)
to address more IoT technologies; (4) to improve validation strategies;
(5) to improve security of alert traffic and management; and (6) to
develop further applications such as alert correlation and autonomic
management systems.
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